
Taking the “Artificial” out of AI ?  



Will Quantum Computing take the artificial 
out of artificial intelligence? 

• Is machine intelligence comparable to human intelligence? 

• Is the brain a machine?

• Are we at our intellectual limit? 

• What makes the brain special?

• Does Quantum Computing really make a difference to a Turing Test ?



“Artificial intelligence is the science of making machines do 
things that would require intelligence if done by men” 
(Minsky)



Imitation…… the best form of 
flattery 

“The view that machines cannot give rise to surprises is due, I

believe, to a fallacy to which philosophers and mathematicians are

particularly subject. This is the assumption that as soon as a fact is

presented to a mind all consequences of that fact spring into the

mind simultaneously with it. It is a very useful assumption under

many circumstances, but one too easily forgets that it is false. A

natural consequence of doing so is that one then assumes that

there is no virtue in the mere working out of consequences from

data and general principles”

Turing “Computing Machinery and Intelligence” 1950



However complicated a machine we construct, it will, if it 
is a machine, correspond to a formal system, which in turn 
will be liable to the Gödel procedure for finding a formula 
unprovable-in-that- system. This formula the machine will be 
unable to produce as true, although a mind can see that it is 
true. And so the machine will not be an adequate model of 
the mind

JR Lucas “Minds, machines and Godel” 



“Most problems I have 
spent my life studying are 

uncomputable”

(Joseph Sifakis)



• A map “f” from some initial state to some final state where f is injective 

• S is a finite sub-set of the initial state and |S|=n

• Then f is a mapping one-to-one to an output set T= f(S) with |T|=n

• Any permutation s that maps elements {1,….n} to itself allows us to label 
elements of S and T by integers {1,….n} such that f implements the 
permutation

• A permutation s in these circumstances could describe any logical or 
computational semantic

• The conclusion is that such ‘computation’ cannot give rise to semantic 
meaning 

(Aaronson “Why philosophers should care about computational complexity”)

The Waterfall 



What Makes Quantum Computers 
Different?

Source: Phys.org Source: IBM Q

Conventional computers  rely on classical computational 

principles –

• Using binary codes i.e. bits 0 or 1 to represent information

• They are multi-purpose devices

Quantum computers employ the laws of quantum mechanics –

• Using qubits to adopt both 0 and 1 states 

• Enabling specific problems to be solved faster and more 

efficiently

Three fundamental principles hold the key to this increased computational 

power:

1. Superposition

2. Entanglement

3. Interference

But How?
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Fig 1. Visualization of a typical quantum algorithm workflow on a gate-model quantum computer.

Fingerhuth M, Babej T, Wittek P (2018) Open source software in quantum computing. PLOS ONE 13(12): e0208561. 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208561
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0208561

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0208561


Applications and Anticipated Timeframes

Image Source: Boston Consulting Group (BCG)



Breaching the Extended Church Turing Thesis

“….that every physical process can be simulated by a deterministic or 
probabilistic Turing machine with at most polynomial overhead"







What, exactly, are memories ?



Quantum Foundations……
Working in Hilbert Space……

Confronting the basis of our reality ?


